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A B S T R A C T

Plasma brake is an innovative propellantless propulsion system concept that exploits the Coulomb collisions
between a charged tether and the ions in the surrounding environment (typically, the ionosphere) to generate an
electrostatic force orthogonal to the tether direction. Previous studies on the plasma brake effect have emphasized
the existence of a number of different parameters necessary to obtain an accurate description of the propulsive
acceleration from a physical viewpoint. The aim of this work is to discuss an analytical model capable of esti-
mating, with the accuracy required by a preliminary mission analysis, the performance of a spacecraft equipped
with a plasma brake in a (near-circular) low Earth orbit. The simplified mathematical model is first validated
through numerical simulations, and is then used to evaluate the plasma brake performance in some typical
mission scenarios, in order to quantify the influence of the system parameters on the mission performance index.
1. Introduction

The plasma brake [1,2] is an innovative technology capable of sup-
plying a propulsive acceleration to a spacecraft on a low Earth orbit
(LEO) without any propellant consumption, by exploiting the (electro-
static) Coulomb collisions between a long space tether and the charged
particles in a plasma stream. In a typical configuration [2–4] a single
charged tether deployed by a spacecraft, see Fig. 1, interacts with the
ionized upper stages of Earth's atmosphere (ionosphere), and provides a
decelerating thrust (Coulomb drag) orthogonal to the tether line.

The idea of plasma brake is a consequence of the Electric Solar Wind
Sail (E-sail) propulsive concept, which can be traced back to 2004 [5].
This propulsion system consists of a spinning grid of tethers, stretched
out by centrifugal force, which are kept at a high potential to exchange
momentum with the solar wind ions and generate a small (but contin-
uous) propulsive acceleration without any propellant consumption [6,7].
An E-sail-based spacecraft is a good candidate for some special helio-
centric mission scenarios that would be difficult or impossible to achieve
with a conventional propulsion system, including displaced
non-Keplerian orbits [8,9], outer Solar System exploration [10], aster-
oids deflection [11], near-Earth asteroid flyby [12] or sample return
mission [13].

The hypothesized structure of a plasma brake tether was originally
based on the Hoytether [14] concept, in which the tether has some pri-
mary lines, with multiple interconnections made of smaller wires. This
design provides a significant safety improvement against impacts with
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micrometeorids, thus increasing the system lifetime with respect to a
single line tether. A more recent innovation in the field of space tether
manufacturing is the Heytether [15], which is made of a single primary
line with multiple secondary connections. Its structure guarantees a
sufficient reliability, with a reduction of total mass and design complexity
when compared to the Hoytether. In this context, a 1km-long Heytether
has been obtained as one of the final outcomes of the European project
EU FP7 [15–17], in view of future space tests of the E-sail technology.

A first validation test for a plasma brake (and E-sail) system was tried
in 2013 by the Estonian satellite ESTCube-1 [18,19], but a failure
occurred to the tether reel mechanism, probably due to the vibrational
loads during the launch phase. A second technology
demonstration-spacecraft, the Finnish satellite Aalto-1 [20], should be
launched during 2017. The Aalto-1 is a 3U CubeSat equipped with a
100m-long electrostatically charged tether, stretched out with the cen-
trifugal force generated by spinning the satellite [21]. A plasma brake
in-situ experiment will be conducted, both for positive and negative
polarity of the tether, to obtain experimental evidence of the propulsion
system concept. Another plasma brake experiment is planned by the
more advanced ESTCube-2 satellite [22], which will carry a 300m-long
tether. The spacecraft systems are currently under development and the
launch readiness tests should be completed within 2018.

Some preliminary numerical simulations have been conducted to
investigate the potential performance of a plasma brake system [4,23],
with encouraging results in a classical deorbitingmission scenario. In this
context, simulations give decaying times of few years for near or
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Nomenclature

A spacecraft frontal area, [m2]
a semimajor axis of the spacecraft osculating orbit, [km]
bt tether width, [cm]
CD drag coefficient
cb ballistic coefficient, [kg=m2]
e elementary charge, [C]
F magnitude of plasma brake-induced drag, [mN]
fi auxiliary functions, see Eqs. (6)–(8)
g0 standard gravity, [m=s2]
h spacecraft altitude, [km]
h0 spacecraft initial altitude, [km]
K plasma brake constant, see Eq. (1)
kB Boltzmann constant, [J=K]
Lt tether length, [m]
m0 spacecraft initial mass, [kg]
mi mean molecular mass of the incoming flow, [u]
mL payload mass, [kg]
mrm tether reel mechanism mass, [kg]
msav fraction of mass saving
n0 plasma bulk number density, [m�3]
R� Earth's radius, [km]
rw wire radius, [μm]

T temperature of ions, [K]
Vr modified voltage, see Eq. (2) [V]
Vt tether voltage, [V]
v0 plasma bulk relative velocity, [km=s]
ε0 vacuum dielectric constant, [F=m]
ηr packaging factor of the reeled tether
λ payload ratio
ρr density of the reel structure with respect to the internal

volume, [kg=m3]
ρw density of the wires material, [kg=m3]
σS thruster structural coefficient, [kg=m]
σt tether structural coefficient, [mg=m]

Subscripts
C chemical or electric thruster
i generic part of the spacecraft
PB plasma brake
SC spacecraft
t tether
w wire

Superscripts
� reference value
� mean value

Fig. 1. Plasma brake conceptual scheme, adapted from Ref. [2].
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mid-term tether lengths, and significant mass savings with respect to
active deorbiting strategies with chemical or electric thrusters. For
example, according to Ref. [4], a 5km-long tether produces a deceler-
ating drag of 0:43mN at an altitude of 800km. This braking force is able
to reduce the altitude of a 260kg spacecraft of about 100km in 1year.
Based on previous technology developments [15–17], a tether length of
5km is estimated to be ready within the next 5 years.

The available mathematical models for plasma brake are however
quite complex and depend on many different parameters, and a thorough
analysis of its actual potentialities is not yet available. Therefore, the aim
of this paper is to illustrate an analytical model capable of predicting the
mission performance of a gravity gradient-stabilized spacecraft equipped
with a plasma brake tether, with small computational costs compared to a
simulative approach.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an approximate
mathematical model, based on some simplifying assumptions, which can
be used to estimate the plasma brake-induced force by means of
analytical formulas. The approximate model is then validated by simu-
lation with a more general model in which the equations of motions are
integrated numerically. Section 3 analyzes the plasma brake performance
in a typical mission scenario as, for example, a deorbiting strategy.
Finally, Section 4 contains some concluding remarks.
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2. Approximate thrust model

Previous works [1,3,24] on plasma brake system analysis have shown
that a negatively-charged tether is more convenient compared to a
positively-charged one in terms of design simplicity, for a LEO mission
scenario. In fact, in the positive polarity case, the plasma brake system
requires a voltage source and an electron gun to maintain the necessary
voltage by expelling the accumulated electrons. On the contrary, when
the tether is negatively-charged, although the voltage source is still
required, the ion gun (which is theoretically needed to keep the tether at
the design voltage) is not essential for a proper system operation, since
the spacecraft itself acts as an electron collector due to the high thermal
mobility of electrons. Hence, only the negatively-charged tether case will
be addressed in this paper. As the spacecraft is used as an electron col-
lector, a part of the vehicle is electrically connected to the negatively
biased tether. This arrangement poses additional constraints to the
spacecraft system design as, for example, the fact that some components
must be properly shielded with electric insulators.

Consider a spacecraft orbiting a LEO that at a certain time instant
releases a single charged tether (with a tip mass) to generate a Coulomb
drag, see Fig. 1. The spacecraft-tether-mass system is stabilized by gravity
gradient, with the tether axis pointing towards the Earth's center-of-mass.
According to Refs. [3,22], the thrust per unit length dl of a single
negatively-charged tether can be expressed as

dF
dl

¼ K mi n0 v20

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε0 Vr

e n0

r
exp

�
� mi v20
2 e Vr

�
(1)

where F is the magnitude of the plasma brake-induced drag force, mi is
the mean molecular mass of the incoming flow, n0 and v0 are the plasma
bulk number density and the component of the plasma relative velocity
(with respect to the tether) orthogonal to the tether axis, e is the
elementary charge, ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, and K ¼ 3:864 is
a dimensionless constant [3]. The term Vr in Eq. (1) is a sort of modified
tether voltage [4] given by



Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the four-wire Heytether (adapted
from Ref. [33]).
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Fig. 3. Mean molecular mass of ions as a function of altitude for a mean
solar activity.
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Vr≜
2jVtj�
ε0 jVt j

� (2)
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Fig. 4. Variation of the fi terms as functions of the altitude (reference value at
1000km) for a mean solar activity.
ln e n0 bt rw

where bt is the total tether width, rw is the radius of the wires composing
the tether (see Fig. 2), and Vt the actual tether voltage.

Assuming a constant thrust per unit length, the total brake force
modulus F becomes

F ¼ Lt K mi n0 v20

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε0 Vr

e n0

r
exp

�
� mi v20
2 e Vr

�
(3)

where Lt is the tether length. The brake force expression neglects the
effects of Earth's magnetic field. This is a reasonable simplification, since
the magnetic field reduces the (electrostatic) drag only if the tether
current is high and the component along the tether axis of the magnetic
inductance vector is large [4]. Therefore, when the spacecraft orbital
inclination is small, the effects of the magnetic field can be neglected
since, in this case, the magnetic field lines are nearly orthogonal to the
orbital plane. However, even for medium-high orbital inclinations, the
magnetic inductance vector is aligned with the tether axis only for small
time intervals (corresponding to high latitudes).

All of the variables in Eqs. (2)–(3) are, in general, functions of time
(through solar activity) and spacecraft position (i.e. altitude, right as-
cension, and declination), which makes the plasma brake simulation a
rather complex problem. It is therefore advisable to lower the number of
variables involved in Eqs. (2)–(3) by means of some preliminary con-
siderations in order to simplify the analysis and reduce the simulation
costs. To this end, consider a spacecraft orbiting a highly-populated near-
circular LEO, i.e. an orbit with an altitude in the range 300km� 1000km.
In this case, the dominant species in the ionosphere is the atomic oxygen,
with an atomic mass mi ¼ 16u, see Fig. 3 To a first order approximation,
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the velocity of ions (relative to the tether) is considered constant along
the tether and equal to the speed at which the spacecraft orbits around
the Earth. Finally, a mean solar activity is considered for the rest of the
paper, which implies a mean value of the plasma brake-induced drag. As
a result, the number of free parameters in Eqs. (2)–(3) reduces to four,
that is, the two design variables fVt ; Ltg, the bulk number density of ions
n0, and the spacecraft altitude h, since v0 ¼ v0ðhÞ.

The values of n0 can be estimated with different degrees of accuracy
[25–27] using either the geopotential model or the International Refer-
ence Ionosphere (IRI) model. The former is simple and analytical, so it
can be used to derive an approximate plasma brake performance model,
while the latter is complex and accurate, and is used to validate the
(analytical) results.

The resulting profile of n0 is determined by the following expression
[25–27].

n0 ¼ ~n0 exp

(
� mi g0 R2

�
2 kB T

"
h

ðR� þ hÞ2 �
~h�

R� þ ~h
�2
#)

(4)



Fig. 5. Normalized ion density as a function of altitude (reference value at
1000km) for a mean solar activity.
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Fig. 6. Mean altitude time-variation with approximate (solid line) and IRI-
based (dash-dot line) models for different initial altitudes (when h0 ¼
400km the two profiles are nearly identical). A mean solar activity is assumed.
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where the tilde symbols identify quantities measured at a reference
altitude ~h. In Eq. (4), h is the spacecraft altitude, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, g0 is the standard gravity, R� is the Earth's mean radius, and T is
the temperature of ions, assumed equal to that of electrons and neutral
particles (due to thermal equilibrium considerations), with a typical
value of 1011:5K for mean solar activity [25,26]. From the previous
simplifications, the only remaining variable in Eq. (4) is the spacecraft
altitude h.
300
In analogy with Eq. (4) and assuming a constant tether voltage Vt

(constrained by onboard power availability and field emission current
issues), Eq. (3) is normalized with a thrust reference value ~F as

F ¼ ~F
ffiffiffiffiffi
n0
~n0

r �
v0
~v0

�2

f1ðv0Þf2ðn0; v0Þf3ðn0Þ (5)

where

f1ðv0Þ≜
�
ε0jVtj
e bt rw

�� mi
4 ejVt j ðv20�~v

2
0Þ

(6)

f2ðn0; v0Þ≜n
mi v2

0
4 e jVt j
0 ~n

�mi ev02
4 e jVt j

0 (7)

f3ðn0Þ≜
8<:
h
ln
�

ε0 jVt j
e bt rw

�i e
2 ε0 jVt j � ½lnðn0Þ�

e
2 ε0 jVt jh

ln
�

ε0 jVt j
e bt rw

�i e
2 ε0 jVt j � ½lnð~n0Þ�

e
2 ε0 jVt j

9=;
�1
2

(8)

An additional simplification of the mathematical model may be ob-
tained by estimating the order of magnitudes of the different terms
involved in Eq. (5). For nearly-circular LEOs, the variation range of ve-
locity is related to the orbital altitude only. Since 300 � h � 1000km, it is
found that

0:91 � v20
~v20

’
~hþ R�
hþ R�

� 1:10 (9)

and the approximation ðv20=~v20Þ ’ 1 is reasonable. Moreover, taking
~h≜1000km as the reference altitude value, it is possible to evaluate the
variation of f1, f2 and f3 as functions of h. As shown in Fig. 4, f1 and f2 take
values close to 1 and show very little and opposite variations in the
considered range. The f3 term, calculated with Eq. (8), is also sufficiently
close to 1. Therefore, the simplification f1ðv0Þ f2ðn0; v0Þ f3ðn0Þ ’ 1 will be
used in the following analysis.

The dominant term in Eq. (5) is then the bulk number density n0,
which is strongly variable with the altitude, see Fig. 5.

Accordingly, a compact version of Eq. (5) can be written as

F ’ ~F
ffiffiffiffiffi
n0
~n0

r
(10)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (10), the analytical expression of the
plasma brake force as a function of the spacecraft altitude is

F ¼ ~F exp

(
� mi g0 R2

�
4 kB T

"
h

ðR� þ hÞ2 �
~h�

R� þ ~h
�2
#)

(11)

where the reference value ~F comes from Eq. (3) with n0 ¼ ~n0.
2.1. Model validation

The previous mathematical model is now validated by simulation
using a single negatively-charged tether, released by a spacecraft with a
total mass mSC ¼ 40kg (including the tether and the tip mass) and a
frontal area A ¼ 0:03m2. For example, the ESTCube-1 satellite [18] was
equipped with a 10m-long tether with a tip mass of 1:2g, corresponding
to about one hundredth of the spacecraft total mass. Typical values (with
current technology level [4,15]) for tether length, width, and wire radius
are Lt ¼ 1km, bt ¼ 2cm, and rw � 25μm, respectively. From Eqs. (2)–(3),
it can be shown that the maximum thrust corresponds to the minimum
value of rw and, therefore, the wire radius is set equal to 25μm. Every
simulation is stopped when the mean altitude h ¼ a� R� (being a the
semimajor axis of the osculating orbit) reaches 300km, i.e. when the
effect of atmospheric drag becomes a dominant term.
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Fig. 8. Perturbative accelerations acting on a 40kg-spacecraft with Lt ¼ 1km
during the deorbiting phase as a function of the altitude h.
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The accuracy of the approximate model has been verified by
comparing the results with those obtained using a IRI-based numerical
model in which the actual spacecraft state is calculated through numer-
ical integration of the equations of motion (including main orbital per-
turbations). In particular, the mean molecular mass of ions and the bulk
number density are evaluated by interpolating the IRI tabular data (for a
mean solar activity) as functions of the altitude-longitude and selecting a
mean value for the latitude, in analogy with MSIS-E-90 atmospheric
model [25,26]. As the magnetic field effects are neglected, the orbital
inclination is set equal to zero without any loss of generality. In addition
to the Coulomb drag, the simulations take into account the Earth's
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oblateness (up to the 4th zonal harmonic), the luni-solar gravitational
perturbations, and the atmospheric drag (where the atmospheric density
is calculated with the MSIS-E-90 model).

Fig. 6 shows the time-variation of h in the osculating orbit as a
function of the initial spacecraft altitude h0 2 f400;600;800;1000gkm,
comparing the approximate method with the IRI-based model. The
negative tether voltage is set equal to its maximum allowable value, to
maximize the magnitude of the plasma brake-induced drag, see Eq. (3).
In particular Vt ¼ 800V, a value consistent with the specifications [21] of
satellite Aalto-1. For each initial altitude h0, the approximate model is
able of estimating the deorbiting time with a percentage error less than
6% when compared to that calculated with the IRI-based model. Nu-
merical simulations show that such a small error is a good compromise
between system complexity and simulation costs, since it is obtained with
a reduction in computational time of about two order of magnitudes. Fig.
7 shows the mean altitude time history corresponding to an initial alti-
tude of 400km, with different tether voltages jVt j 2 f640;800;1000gV.
Note that the relative errors of the approximate method with respect to
the results from the complete model are smaller than 7%.

3. Mission application

The previous approximate thrust model is useful for simulating a
number of potential mission scenarios. A typical application of such a
propulsive concept is a deorbiting strategy for a LEO satellite, in which
the plasma brake propulsive acceleration slows down the spacecraft ve-
locity and lowers its orbital perigee until the vehicle reaches the most
dense atmospheric layers where the aerodynamic drag is sufficient to
complete the deorbiting phase in a small time interval. In fact, the
problem of space debris has become a substantial concern for future
space missions due to the high number of flying objects in LEOs. Note
that, according to international guidelines, the residual orbit life of an
out-of-order satellite should be less than 25 years [28,29].
3.1. Mission time estimate

The deorbiting performance of a plasma brake system is first inves-
tigated using a spacecraft (orbiting an equatorial LEO) equipped with a
tether having bt ¼ 2cm and rw ¼ 25μm [4]. Based on statistical data [30],
the spacecraft mass distribution in LEO has two peak values centered at
40kg or 690kg. To evaluate the plasma brake performance with
reasonable computational times, the lower peak value mSC ¼ 40kg is
selected, which includes the tether and the tip mass. The plasma brake
force is estimated with the previous analytical approximate model, while
the perturbative forces considered in the simulation are the Earth's
oblateness up to the 4th zonal harmonic, the luni-solar effects, and the
atmospheric drag. The latter requires the introduction of a ballistic co-
efficient cb, defined as

cb ¼ mSCP
iðCD AÞi

(12)

where the subscript i indicates the generic part of the spacecraft (body,
tether, and tip mass) and CD is the corresponding drag coefficient. The
denominator of Eq. (12) is calculated with the following relations, based
on Aalto-1 satellite data [20].

CD ¼
	
2:00 ðsphereÞ
2:65 ðcylinderÞ

A ¼
	

0:2m2 for the spacecraft body
2 rw Lt kt for the tether

(13)

where kt ¼ 4:3 is a factor that accounts for the multiple wires composing
the tethers [1]. Note that the atmospheric drag contribution of the tip
mass is neglected (this is both a simplifying and a conservative
assumption).
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Fig. 9. Approximate deorbiting profiles as functions of time for different
tether lengths and initial altitudes. A mean solar activity is assumed.
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A comparison among the different accelerations acting on a deorbit-
ing spacecraft (with the Coulomb drag calculated assuming Lt ¼ 1km) is
shown in Fig. 8, where the magnitude of the perturbation accelerations is
plotted as a function of the spacecraft altitude h. The contribution due to
the Earth's oblateness is from 3 to 4 order of magnitudes greater than the
other effects, but it does not directly affect the orbital altitude and, as
such, it has a negligible effect on the deorbiting profile (therefore it is not
included in Fig. 8). The luni-solar effect has a small magnitude at any
spacecraft altitude, and its influence on the orbital semimajor axis is not
significant [31]. Hence, the deorbiting effect is essentially governed by
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the action of the Coulomb drag and the atmospheric drag, with the
former representing the main contribution within the whole altitude
range. Note that the atmospheric drag is comparable to the plasma
brake-induced drag as long as h < 350km, while it becomes negligible
when h > 400km. These considerations are in accordance with the re-
sults presented in Ref. [32], where a Electrodynamic Tether-enabled
deorbiting maneuver is studied.

The simulated deorbiting profiles are plotted in Fig. 9 for different
tether lengths Lt 2 ½1; 10�km and initial altitudes
h0 2 f400;600;800;1000gkm. Note that, for h0 ¼ 1000km, the final
deorbiting time decreases almost linearly with 1=Lt , as is predicted from
Eq. (3), but the same trend is not so clear for lower initial altitudes. The
reason for this behavior is that at high altitudes the plasma brake force
represents the dominant “perturbative” acceleration, and therefore it
strongly influences the deorbiting time (see Fig. 8). At lower altitudes the
contribution of the atmospheric drag is increased, leading to a complex
coupling between aerodynamic and plasma brake accelerations.

The estimated decaying times are in accordance with the interna-
tional guidelines [28], suggesting that the plasma brake technology may
be a potential option capable of providing sufficiently fast satellite
deorbiting for LEO applications. The use of plasma brake technology
implies a slower decaying rate when compared to more conventional
deorbiting strategies (based on chemical or electrical thrusters), but a
significant mass saving is possible with the propellantless option, as is
now discussed.
3.2. Comparison with chemical and electric thrusters

The performance of a plasma brake system can be quantified in terms
of payload mass fraction. To this end, the total decaying time for a given
mission scenario is maintained constant. The mean drag acceleration
acting on the spacecraft is therefore fixed, while the tether length in-
creases linearly with the spacecraft total mass, see Eq. (3). The resulting
plasma brake payload mass fraction λPB can be calculated as

λPB ¼ mL

m0
¼ 1� Lt σt

m0

�
1þ ρr

ρw ηr

�
� mrm

m0
(14)

where mL is the payload mass, m0 is the spacecraft initial mass, mrm ¼
0:326kg is the tether reel mechanism mass estimated using the data from
Aalto-1 spacecraft [21], σt ¼ 3:3772⋅10�5kg=m is the tether structural
coefficient (corresponding to the previously assumed values of rw and bt),
ρw ¼ 4000kg=m3 is the wire density (made of an aluminium-copper
alloy), ρr ¼ 500kg=m3 is the estimated mass density of the reel struc-
ture, and ηr ¼ 0:3 is the packaging factor of the reeled tether. For a more
in depth discussion about the terms involved in Eq. (14) and the math-
ematical model for their estimation, the interested reader is referred to
Ref. [33].

Plasma brake technology may be compared to a more conventional
deorbiting system based on a chemical or an electrical thruster. The
corresponding payload mass fraction λC may be expressed as

λC ¼ 1� fP � σS

1� σS
(15)

where σS is the structural coefficient and fP is the propellant mass fraction
calculated with the Tsiolkovsky equation. An estimate of the structural
coefficients and propellant mass fractions for a chemical or an electric
thruster requires some information about the propulsion system char-
acteristics. The reference commercial thrusters chosen for comparative
purposes are the Safran 20N hydrazine thruster, and the Sitael HT400
Hall Effect Thruster, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
The tankage fraction is estimated for both thruster with a typical state-of-
the-art value of 0.02.

The payload mass fraction that can be saved with a plasma brake
system can be evaluated as follows



Table 1
Characteristics of the reference propulsion systems.

Safran 20N hydrazine thruster Sitael HT400 HET

Thruster mass 0:65kg 0:9kg
Specific impulse 230s 1850s

Fig. 10. Fraction of saved mass with plasma brake (Lt ¼ 1km) compared to
chemical propulsion fast deorbiting (dash-dot line), chemical propulsion slow
deorbiting (dashed line), and electric propulsion deorbiting (solid line)
for h0 ¼ 1000km.
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msav ¼ m0 1� λC
λPB

(16)

� �

which is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of the total initial mass for
different deorbiting strategies. In particular, three possible strategies are
considered: 1) a Hohmann transfer from h0 to the final altitude of 300km
(fast deorbiting with chemical propulsion), 2) an impulsive manoeuvre
that lowers the perigee altitude to 300km (slow deorbiting with chemical
propulsion), and 3) a low thrust transfer from h0 to 300km (deorbiting
with electric propulsion). The payload mass fraction that can be saved is
substantial, especially for small or medium-sized spacecraft. In addition,
it can be shown that an increase in the tether length has a minor effect on
the value of the payload mass fraction. For example, assuming a tether
length of 5km, a spacecraft mass of 50kg and a slow deorbiting strategy
with chemical propulsion, the decrease in msav=m0 is about 0.44% only
when compared to a tether length of 1km. This is a very interesting result
since the tether length has a substantial effect on the decaying time, as
shown in Fig. 9.

4. Conclusions

An approximate method for estimating the plasma brake performance
has been discussed. Such a mathematical model is based on the intro-
duction of suitable simplifying assumptions in the calculation of the
plasma brake force as a function of the spacecraft altitude and the other
system design parameters.

The analytical model is validated by comparison with the results
obtained with numerical simulations (based on the integration of the
spacecraft equations of motion) that take into account the actual varia-
tion of the ionosphere properties. It is shown that the relative percentage
errors of the approximate results are below 7%, when both a varying
tether voltage and different initial altitudes are considered, with a sub-
303
stantial decrease of computational times.
The simplified model has been used to evaluate the plasma brake

performance in some exemplary cases, such as the deorbiting mission of a
small spacecraft initially placed in a low Earth orbit. The obtained results
show that the estimated deorbiting times are in good agreement with the
international guidelines, and the plasma brake concept may be a
competitive option compared to more conventional propulsion systems
in terms of required mass fraction (for a given mission time). In this
sense, the obtained results are encouraging for the development of the
plasma brake technology.
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